CSX RAILROAD - EASTERN UNITED STATES
Integrated Railroad Vegetation Management Roadbed and Crossings

DBi Services provides comprehensive vegetation management services to the CSX Railroad for the Baltimore and Albany Divisions, along with crossing vegetation management services in 6 eastern states.

Project Highlights

DBi Services maintains over 6000 track miles for CSX, including mainline, sidings, yard and industrial tracks, with experience managing vegetation across 6 of the 11 CSX Divisions since 1999. Most vegetation is controlled using carefully selected herbicides designed to either eradicate unwanted vegetation entirely, or depending upon the location, selectively treat certain vegetation while promoting the growth of desired vegetation species.

Brush control along the mainline and at crossings is also provided under the contract.

In addition to the mainline, sidings, yard and industrial tracks, DBi Services also manages off-track areas in yards, and public road crossings in Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois and Indiana.

Relevant Experience Gained

- CSX is the largest railroad in the United States east of the Mississippi River, and DBi Services gained extensive East Coast vegetation management experience.
- Our team has a strong understanding of crossing vegetation management, and of working with the railroad safety, risk management and legal staff.
- DBi Services provides detailed vegetation management information to the CSX when requested to respond to a crossing incident.

Value to Customer

- DBi Services has developed a world-class computerized Maintenance Management System (MMS), allowing CSX and DBi Services management to view real-time work progress against plan from any device.
- Through the use of innovative management and technological approaches, DBi Services has reduced the amount of track time required to perform vegetation management on the CSX, while maintaining quality and safety.